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All food-producing ani-
mals will be raised in 
a healthy and humane 
manner so that every-
one will have access to 
safe and humanely pro-
duced food. 
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Making Humane Choices
Shopping Humanely at the Grocery Store 

American Grassfed Association (AGA) Certified Grassfed: All livestock 
production must be pasture/grass/forage based. This label applies to 
ruminant animals, including beef cattle, bison, goats, lamb and sheep.

FACT strives to enable consumers to become informed shoppers and eaters. We do so by help-
ing you make humane food choices and reduce or eliminate consumption of products from 
factory farms. The following is the first of a two-part series we’re calling “Making Humane 
Choices.”  In this edition, we share tips on how to shop humanely at the grocery store. 

When shopping at the grocery store, in general FACT recommends purchasing products that 
have third-party verified labels. This means that a credible outside source has audited the farm 
to make sure it follows the practices implied by the label. Unverified labels can contain dubious 
or even misleading claims and are not independently verified. As important as verified labels 
are, getting to know your farmer if there are no certifications (or even if there are!) is critical, 
so that you can better understand how the animals are raised. This in turn will help you make 
an informed decision when purchasing food. 

Say Hay Farms in California received a Fund-a-Farmer grant to create a custom egg carton that will allow their small, local, pasture-
raised eggs to compete with and stand out against larger egg operations. They use the USDA Certified Organic label. 

Animal Welfare Approved (AWA): An independent third party certifi-
cation administered by A Greener World. Animals are raised outdoors 
on pasture or range on family farms with strong welfare standards. 
Hormones or unnecessary antibiotics are prohibited (antibiotics are 
required as needed to treat sick animals).

Certified Naturally Grown (CNG): Certified Natu rally Grown is an 
alternative to USDA Certified Or ganic. FACT recommends it with caveats. 
Certified Naturally Grown is tailored to small-scale farmers who sell 
directly to consumers in their local com munities. 

Third Party Verified Labels that FACT Recommends:
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Fund-a-Farmer Grants
Application Update

FACT is delighted to announce that we received 
80 eligible applications from 31 different states for 
the farmer grants that will be awarded later this 
winter. The largest number of applications came 
from farmers in North Carolina, Wisconsin and 
Oregon. Members of our final review committee 
– composed of FACT’s Executive Director and two 
diverse humane livestock and poultry farmers – 
reviewed the applications. Stay tuned for the summer 
edition of FACT ACTS  when we announce the farms. 

Fund-a-Farmer grant recipient Prairie Whole Farm in 
Iowa. They received a grant in 2014 to improve farm 
animal welfare for their 30 breeding hogs.

Fund-a-Farmer grant recipient East Fork Farm, in 
North Carolina received a grant to buy sausage making 
equipment and to acquire training. This marketing-
focused grant allowed them to expand their business 
and add a new value-added product: fresh ground 
sausage.

Dear FACT supporters,

Welcome to the 2016 Spring 
edition of FACT ACTS! We at 
FACT have had a busy first 
three months of 2016, and 
have a lot to share in this 
edition of FACT ACTS. 

In this issue, we offer the first part of a two-part series 
on Making Humane Choices – Shopping Humanely at 
the Grocery Store. Food labels can often be confusing. 
However, one of FACT’s fundamental beliefs is that the 
food choices we make have a significant impact on the 
welfare of farm animals across the country. Our pur-
chases let retailers and producers know that consumers 
are interested in humanely-raised food products. So how 
can you help change the food system? Vote with your 
fork. Throughout this issues, learn more about which 
verified labels you can trust and which labels to avoid. 

We are proud to report that the first year of FACT’s Peer-
to-Peer Farmer Education Project was a great success! 
The goal of this project is to facilitate peer-to-peer 
farmer education and networking through webinars, 
conference scholarships and an online forum. To date, 
FACT has awarded 44 scholarships to farmers to attend 
six conferences nationwide, offered four educational 
webinars attended by nearly 250 farmers, and facilitated 
an online forum for over 200 members. Read on to meet 
two farmers who received a conference scholarship and 
learn more about our farmer webinars. 

Our Food Safety Program continues to work tirelessly 
to ensure that your food is safe. Last year we targeted 
fast food companies and turkey producers in an effort to 
reduce antibiotic use on farms. Learn how your favorite 
food chain stacks up and read FACT’s report Stuffed: The 
Use of Antibiotics and Other Drugs In The U.S. Turkey 
Industry on page 5. 

With you, we can build a world that chooses health and 
humanity over the misuse of drugs and the mistreat-
ment of farm animals. We look forward to a bright 2016! 

Sincerely,

Richard Wood
Executive Director

Rich Wood and Katia Holmes of 
Misty Brook Farm in Maine
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Certified Grassfed by AWA:  An optional additional 
accreditation for high-welfare AWA farmers and ranch-
ers to certify they are also raising animals according to 
a grassfed feeding protocol. AWA Certified Grassfed is 
only available to farms that also meet the existing AWA 
standards. It applies to beef cattle, meat and dairy 
sheep, meat and dairy goats, and bison.

Certified Organic: Food certified as organic can often 
be a good choice when choosing meat, poultry, eggs, 
and dairy products. FACT recommends USDA Certified 
Organic with caveats due to the highly variable way the 
standards are implemented. Organic regulations pro-
hibit the use of hormones and antibiotics. 

Global Animal Partnership (GAP): The label is represen-
tative of the Global Animal Partnership’s 5-Step Animal 
Welfare Rating Program. It can appear on individual 
packages of meat as well as at the meat counter. As of 
March 2016, there are standards for beef cattle, meat 
chickens, pigs, and turkeys (standards for sheep, goats 
and bison are in process). Of the 5 levels, FACT recom-
mends levels 4 & 5.

Natural: USDA has defined the term “natural” for meat and 
poultry as “a product containing no artificial ingredients or 
added color and is only minimally processed.” In general, this 
label is not meaningful for meat, poultry, or eggs as it does not 
include any requirements related to the treatment of animals. 

Verified Labels  Unverified Labels  
When shopping for animal products, you will see different 
labels, many of which sport claims that have not been verified 
by any independent third party. FACT recommends that shop-
pers avoid buying products with the following misleading, 
unnecessary, and/or unverified claims on them.

Free-Range: “Free-range” or “free-roaming” on a label implies 
that the bird had unrestricted access to the outside world. In 
reality, the term only guarantees that the bird has an oppor-
tunity to go outdoors each day, with no requirement that it 
actually gets there. 

No Hormones: Packages of chicken, turkey and pork sold in 
supermarkets commonly sport a claim that reads “no added 
hormones.” While customers might take this to mean that the 
animals were raised humanely, in reality hormones are not 
permitted in chicken or pork production by law.

No Antibiotics: Products labeled as “No Antibiotics Used or 
Added” imply that no antibiotics were used in the raising of 
the animal. Most antibiotic free claims are not verified by a 
3rd party

Certified Humane: This humane food certification 
program is administered by Humane Farm Animal 
Care. Species-specific standards require a nutri tious 
diet without antibiotics or hormones, and that animals 
be raised with shelter, resting areas, sufficient space 
and the ability to engage in natural behaviors.
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Conference Scholarship Program
Our Peer-to-Peer Farmer Education Project awards scholarships to farmers who wish to learn about humane farming 
methods so that they may attend sustainable agriculture conferences. These conferences are a key way that farmers 
share resources and knowledge with one another. To date, FACT has awarded 44 scholarships to farmers to attend six 
conferences nationwide. 

Humane Farming Program

“I really appreciate that there are people out there that want to support the 
ongoing education of farmers. The health of our land, our food, and our econ-
omy can benefit from this kind of education so that we can all be better at our 
job. It allowed me to leave for a day and not spend or lose too much money by 
doing so. It is hard for a small farm to lose a manager for 2 days, offsetting the 
cost is important."                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Geoff McPherson of Good Life Ranch in 
Kentucky presented at FACT's Tips of the Trade 
webinar. His farm received a Fund-a-Farmer 
grant in 2014. 

In addition to awarding conference scholarships, another component 
of FACT’s Peer-to-Peer Farmer Education Project is hosting webinars 
on relevant topics. In December, FACT facilitated a Pastured Pork 
Production webinar for farmers. The panel of presenters included two 
former grant recipients from the Fund-a-Farmer Project who raise hogs 
on pasture: Paul Freid of LCCW Farm and Nick Koster of Turkey Foot 
Farm. The presenters covered holistic herd health as well as pasture 
planning and infrastructure. Over 100 appreciative farmers attended 
the webinar, which was a great success! 

FACT's hosted the free webinar entitled Tips of the Trade: Creative 
Marketing for Humane Farms on Tuesday, March 8. This webinar helped 
farmers learn new & innovative ways to market their products. The 
two presenters were former Fund-a-Farmer grant recipients who have 
real-life experience in marketing humane products in their local com-
munities: Holly Browder of Browder’s Birds Pastured Poultry and Geoff 
McPherson of Good Life Ranch. They covered their farms’ approaches 
to marketing and what has been most successful for their operations, 
as well as fielding marketing questions from the audience. Recordings 
of all webinars are available at www.fundafarmer.org/webinar. 

FACT's Humane Farming Webinar Series

 - Kat Johnson 
Carolina Meat Conference Scholarship Recipient
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Is Your Turkey Stuffed with Antibiotics?
Turkey is a mainstay on holiday tables and is becoming more com-
mon as an everyday staple. U.S. turkey production topped six billion 
pounds in 2015. While turkey is often considered a healthy option, 
consumers should be weary about the use of antibiotics and other 
veterinary drugs in its production. Antibiotics can lead to the spread 
of antibiotics resistant superbugs and other drugs can result in dan-
gerous residues in meat or negatively impact animal health.

Last November, FACT released a new report, Stuffed: The Use of 
Antibiotics And Other Drugs In The U.S. Turkey Industry. The report 
focused on the use of antibiotics and veterinary drugs by the top 20 
U.S. turkey producers. Among the top 20 companies, only two stated 
that they prohibit the routine use of antibiotics related to those 
used in humane medicine either for disease prevention or growth 
promotion. The two companies are: 

While there have been frequent media reports about company poli-
cies around antibiotics in chicken production, this is the first indus-
try-wide report on the turkey industry. The report received coverage 
in publications such as Forbes, The Consumerist, and Examiner.com.  
You can read Stuffed: The Use of Antibiotics And Other Drugs In 
The U.S. Turkey Industry and listen to FACT's hour-long Turkey Talk 
webinar at www.foodanimalconcerns.org/dirtyturkey. 

As of January 1, 2016, it is no longer legal to feed arsenic-containing drugs 
to U.S. food animals. FDA announced this last March and it is finally being 
implemented.

Arsenic is a chemical element that is known to cause serious health prob-
lems including skin, blood, and lung cancers along with heart disease. FDA 
approved the drugs because it believed that the form of arsenic fed to ani-
mals was safe. However, the agency then found evidence that it could turn 
into the form of arsenic known to cause cancer. FACT had long campaigned 
to convince FDA to prohibit the use of arsenic-containing drugs.

Food Safety Program

No More Arsenic for Food Animals

•	 Hain Pure Protein, marketed under the Plainville Farms Brand 
•	 Tyson Foods, marketed under the Hillshire Brand

*FACT surveyed the companies and did not receive a reply from: Cooper Farms, 
Dakota Provisions, Northern Pride, Turkey Valley Farms, Virginia Poultry Growers 
Cooperative, West Liberty Foods, Whitewater Processing Co., and Zacky Farms. 

Ractopamine is an artificial growth promoter that is used in 
the last two weeks before slaughter to allow turkeys to add 
more muscle without getting fat. When it was approved, FDA 
recognized that its use could lead to increased mortality in 
turkeys under heat stress and its use in cattle and pigs has 
also been associated with health problems. It is banned in 
several countries because of concerns that its residues can 
cause heart problems in humans consuming meat from ani-
mals that received it. 



FACT asks companies to require their suppliers to stop using medically important antibiotics (i.e. antibiotics related to 
drugs used in human medicine) for purposes other than treating sick animals. We also ask that they commit to working 
with an independent company or agency to make sure they are actually doing what they claim (i.e. third party audits of 
their antibiotics policies). The USDA or an auditing company may do the monitoring.

Most companies that have adopted policies have asked their suppliers to provide meat from animals that have not 
received medically important antibiotics, even for treatment referred to below as "RWA" which stands for raised without 
antibiotics claims. Under these policies animals that are treated with drugs are sold to another buyer.  While these poli-
cies address antibiotic resistance, FACT believes a better policy would be to allow for the treatment of sick animals by the 
suppliers so there is no incentive to not treat animals when they become sick. 
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Food Safety Program

  McDonalds Largest •	 The policy, announced in March 2015, states that chicken sold in U.S. fran-
chises would be RWA (medically important only) by March 2017. 

•	 3rd party audited by USDA for RWA claims. 

  Subway 3rd Largest •	 The policy, announced in Oct. 2015, commits to serving only RWA meats. 
•	 Chicken will be RWA by the end of 2016 and turkey within 2-3 years.
•	 Pork and beef will be RWA by 2025.
•	 No information on third party auditing in announcement.

  Chick-fil-A 8th Largest •	 The policy was announced in February 2014 and the company plans to 
switch to all RWA within 5 years (February 2019). 

•	 In March 2015, the company announced that 20% of its supply met policy.
•	 3rd party audit by USDA for RWA claims.

  Panera 10th Largest •	 The existing policy states all chicken and pork are RWA. 
•	 Beef is from suppliers that only allow antibiotics for disease treatment.
•	 Roasted turkey is RWA but deli turkey may be from animals that have 

received antibiotics. 
•	 Company has 3rd party audit for RWA claims.

  Chipotle 14th Largest •	 The existing policy states that meats served are RWA. 
•	 The company sometimes sells conventional beef and has a pork supplier 

in the UK that allows some antibiotic use. Signs in stores will let customers 
know if meat is not RWA.

  Papa Johns 20th largest •	 The policy was announced in December 2015.
•	 Grilled chicken pizza toppings and chicken poppers will be RWA by summer 

2016.

More company policies at www.foe.org/projects/food-and-technology/good-food-healthy-planet/chain-reaction.

Fast Food Chain Antibiotics Policies 

Which fast food chains serve meat on drugs? 
(RWA = raised without antibiotics)
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Thank you to all 
our generous supporters!

Without the loyal and generous support of our donors, FACT 
would not be able to achieve the work that we do promoting 
humane farming and food safety for us all. Though we are proud 
of the accomplishments that we make annually, there is much 
more work to be done – and that work is made possible due to 
supporters like you. Thank you!

Over the past year, more than 1,700 donors have contributed to 
our shared work! We are humbled and grateful for the support 
that we receive, and thank each of you for the impact that your 
contributions allow us to make.

FACT would like to recognize those who continued their commit-
ment to our cause over the past year through generous legacy 
and memorial gifts. We honor them daily as FACT works toward 
our vision that all food-producing animals will be raised in a 
healthy and humane manner so that everyone will have access 

FACT recently hired a new Development Director, 
Sidney Freitag-Fey, who joined us in November 2015. 
Sidney has worked in nonprofit development for 
more than 10 years, and is excited to get to know the 
generous donors who support FACT’s work. 

Please reach out to Sidney if you would like more 
information on making a legacy or memorial gift to 
FACT—or if you have already designated FACT as a 
beneficiary in your will so that we may properly rec-
ognize your generosity. 

Sidney may be reached at 773-525-4932 ext. 23 or at 
sfey@foodanimalconcerns.org if you have any ques-
tions about FACT, your personal giving, or the impact 
that your contributions make. Thank you again for 
your kind and gracious support!

Legacy Donors (Bequests of Gifts or Estate)
Ms. Rosaline M. Grashaw, FACT supporter since 1989
Mrs. Mildred Lillis, FACT supporter since 1998

Memorial or Tribute Gifts
Ms. Robyn Christenson, "In honor of Rita Blacker"
Ms. Roberta Erickson, "In memory of Robert A. Brown"
Ms. Carole Herhold, "In memory of William Richmann Schick"
Ms. Carline Johnson, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Ms. Janis King, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Mr. & Mrs. William Phillips, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Mr. & Mrs. James Ramp, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Mrs. Regina Roland, "In memory of Robert A. Brown"
Ms. Nancy Rollings, "In memory of Robert A. Brown and Louise 

Brown Risk"
Laura & Richard Rushing, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Ms. Janice Scheetz, "In memory of Robert A. Brown"
Mrs. Anna Sophia Johnson, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Sam Takahashi,  "In honor of Lois Johnson and Claire Barden"
Alice & Leon Uhlmann, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"
Mr. Richard Wood, "In memory of Leonard Hedbloom"

Welcome Sidney Freitag-Fey 

Thanks to your support, C&D Family Farms in Indiana received 
a Fund-a-Farmer grant to rerun and deepen water lines & 
install additional hydrants for pigs on pasture. Prior to the 
grant, the lines were located 1½ feet underground and con-
tinuously froze in the cold Midwestern winters. Now that the 
lines are three feet deep and aren’t in danger of freezing, they 
were able to install six additional hydrants so the pigs always 
have constant access to fresh water. 
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Thank you for your gracious support! 
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More About FACT

We are grateful for the many successes and accomplishments that FACT and our 
valued supporters have achieved. Since 2012 our Fund-a-Farmer grants have 
improved the lives of over 54,000 animals across 26 U.S. states. Thank you to all 
our funded farmers who work so tirelessly to protect farm animal welfare every 
day. From top left (clockwise) Say Hay Farms in California, Catalpa Grove Farm in 
Illinois, East Fork Farm in North Carolina, and Browder’s Birds Pastured Poultry 
Farm in New York. 

Humane Farming 
FACT's Humane Farming Program encourages 
farmers to use humane practices to improve 
farm animal welfare and empowers individu-
als to support humane farms.

Food Safety
FACT's Food Safety Program identifies and 
advocates for steps farmers should take to 
keep their cattle, pigs, turkeys and chickens 
from being the cause of human disease.

Connect with FACT
If you would like receive email updates and 
action alerts on FACT’s work, subscribe to 
our e-newsletter. To subscribe, check the box 
on the business reply envelope (enclosed), 
email Jacki Rossi, Communications Director, at 
jrossi@foodanimalconcerns.org, or call (773) 
525-4952.  You can also sign-up online at 
www.foodanimalconcerns.org/email-list.   

Privacy Policy
FACT maintains a database with names, 
addresses and donations from contributors. 
Names and addresses of contributors are 
never provided to other organizations on a 
rental, name trading, or other basis. Personal 
information on FACT’s website is protected 
by an SSL server. Donations can be made 
online or sent by mail to our office at 3525 W. 
Peterson Ave., #213, Chicago, IL 60659. 

Fund-a-Farmer grant recipient Truelove Farms 
in Connecticut. 
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